DeliveryMAX®
Advanced Technology for Delivery Operations

DeliveryMAX Sets the Standard for Route Management Software
Designed from the ground up specifically for office coffee and bottled water companies

By automating virtually every aspect of their business with DeliveryMAX, OCS and bottled water operators can improve inventory control, increase drivers’ productivity, and maximize profitability.

Software
- Full support for pre-sell, tele-sell, and off-truck sales in any combination
- Service call tracking and history
- Simple-to-use route scheduling includes route balancer for quick changes
- Financial control
- Flexible pricing schemes for ease of account set-up and maintenance
- Full inventory control with trucks and warehouses
- Asset tracking
- Driver check-in procedures
- Drill-down exception reporting and Crystal Reports for data analysis

Advanced Sales Support
- Build orders using prior sales history
- Set standing orders for accounts with recurring orders
- View customer balances
- View warehouse inventory

Handheld
- Deliver orders and take pre-orders
- Capture signatures and print invoices on the spot
- Automatic customer pricing and sales tax rules applied
- Take payments
- Full route account list always available for unscheduled stops
- Barcode scanning
- Keeping track of truck inventory
- Transfer inventory to the truck and perform periodic truck inventories

Invoicing/Accounts Receivable
- Print invoices with signatures
- View outstanding balances (30/60/90)
- Automatically email daily invoices and monthly statements
- Unlimited access to daily invoices and monthly statements
- Pricing history
- Rental invoicing
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